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KinderConnect Release Notes
Version: 4.2.9
SPR #

State

Problem

Solution

In the last release, at the request of several districts, all
Absence codes in KC that were not mapped to an
Attendance Code in KT were removed. For most
districts, that meant removing the Not Scheduled
absence code which was special to KC in that it did not
require times be entered.

The Not Scheduled option has been entered back into
KinderConnect. Providers can select it and not have to
enter times. This will work like it did prior to the last
release.

Standard Fixes
59203 NY
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KinderTrack4-NY Release Notes
Version: 4.2.9
SPR #

State

Problem

Solution

Standard Fixes
21014 NY

Modified the system to enforce a business rule that
usernames must be unique. No two users can have the
same user name.

45542 NY

Corrected an issue on the Provider > Rates > History
screen. This screen will now display rates for the 6-12 Age
Category.

47173 NY

There are times when a worker will enter the incorrect
effective date on the notice page. Depending on what
date they enter, it may cause a system error.

Modified the page so that if an effective date is entered that
is before 1/1/2000 or more than one year in the future, the
system will clear the date field so they can enter a new
date.

47418 NY

Modified WPI 2004: Duplicate Provider Name so that it will
now only fire if there is a provider with the same name in
that district.

47465 NY

Corrected an issue where, in some instances, selecting an
alert to be processed does not ask to take you to the
associated page.

47962 NY

When creating a notice, if the office location has two
lines, while the notice is in Pending status it only
displays one line. Both lines are there when the notice is
authorized and printed.

Corrected an issue with the data shown while a notice is in
pending status.

Modified the system so that office locations that are set to
Inactive no longer show as options for operators or when
creating a Notice.

47963 NY

50324 NY

If an Additional Fee is entered without an end date, the
Notice page shows the default date of 1/1/2014.

Modified the Notice page to display a blank if the Additional
Family fee end date is blank.

52607 NY

If a district enters an Additional Family Fee that has a
long name, the name is cut off on in the Payment
Summary grid on the payment page.

Corrected an issue with the stored procedure that returned
the name. It will now correctly display the name entered on
the Additional Fees page.
Added a QRC "Adding a New Operator to KinderTrack" to
the Help section of KinderTrack.

54988 NY

58373 NY

Legally Exempt Family and Legally Exempt In Home
providers are not allowed to provide care for children
eligible under Title XX programs. When importing new
providers from WMS, the system automatically checks
all programs when creating the Provider Profile.

Modified the CSOS import to exclude Title XX programs
when setting up the Provider Profile for Legally Exempt
providers created from the import.

58529 NY

If a user was assigned only one role, and that role did
not have permission to access the Home page, the
system would generate an error.

Modified the Roles page to always give access to the
Home page for any new role created.

59105 NY

WPI 2018 would fire incorrectly fire if the Override
Weekly Limit checkbox was checked.

Corrected an issue with the WPI logic.

59134 NY

Corrected an issue where notes added to a Rejected
payment were also displayed on payments for the same
child and provider.
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Version: 4.2.9
SPR #

State

Problem

Solution

59143 NY

Added the ability to turn off the alert for Provider Submitted
Attendance. This has been added to Admin > Alerts >
Payment Alerts.

59148 NY

Modified the CCFS Facility Lookup on the Provider page. It
now returns the Program Type in the results.

59149 NY

For schedules and payments at legally exempt
providers, CCTA needs to send over parent and child
information. If the system does not find parent or child
information as of the start date of the schedule or
payment, it displays an error message.

The error message has been modified to include the fact
that the error may be caused by the system not finding a
parent designated as the "primary".
“Cannot Save Data. The system could not find parent/child
information effective on the start date of the schedule or no
Primary Parent record was found.”

59156 NY

Parent and Child pages will now enforce the formatting of
the CIN number. CIN numbers must be in the format
AA#####A.

59157 NY

Corrected an issue where notes created when a payment
fails the CCFS check were displayed on other payments for
the same child and provider.

59158 NY

Created new, user friendly, error messages that are
displayed when either:
1. There is an internal error on the CCFS side of the
interface
2. The connection to CCFS cannot be made

59171 NY

Corrected an error in the payment calculator that would, in
rare cases, cause an 'arithmetic overflow error'.

59242 NY

Modified the Notice page so that it now displays all active
children as of the effective date of the notice. This will allow
districts to create Recertification notices even if the family
has not chosen a provider.

59243 NY

Modified the CCFS interface to use the CCFS ID as of the
schedule or payment start date.
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